Demonstrating an Information-Centric Network in an International Testbed
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Abstract. Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has increasingly been attracting attention by the research community. In ICN the center of attention becomes the information itself and not the endpoints as in today’s IP networks. In this demonstration we present applications that we developed as proof of concepts for our ICN approach. A video streaming as well as a voice and a HTTP over publish/subscribe application that run on top of our ICN prototype will be demonstrated running in an international testbed.

Information-centric networking has been touted as an alternative to the current Internet architecture by several research groups. Several technological solutions within a range of architectures have been proposed, such as in [1][2][3]. In this proposed demo we present three applications that we have implemented on top of the network prototype, named Blackadder [8], which we have implemented in the context of the EU FP7 project PURSUIT [4]. Blackadder is based on the principles outlined in [1] and is implemented using the Click router project [5].

The Testbed. We have deployed our prototype in an international network in the context of the EU FP7 PURSUIT project [4]. As shown in Figure 1, eight sites across Europe as well as MIT in the US currently host 26 virtual machines, interconnected in an OpenVPN overlay. This enables us to emulate various topologies by assigning multiple link identifiers to the single network interface of each virtual machine. Note that forwarding in our prototype (called Blackadder in the following) is currently based on the LIOPSIN approach [6], directly being implemented on top of Ethernet. A deployment tool has been developed in order to automate the deployment of network topologies and start experiments. This tool reads a configuration file that describes all nodes in the testbed along with their connections with other nodes and creates Click [5] configuration files for all testbed nodes, which in turn are copied to the respective nodes, initiating all testbed nodes.

Demonstrated Applications. In the proposed demonstration we will present a video streaming as well as a voice and a HTTP over publish/subscribe application that run on top of our Blackadder prototype, based on the high-level architecture outlined in [3].
**Video Streaming**: A video store across the network publishes an information item that represents a video catalogue. Whenever a subscriber subscribes to this catalogue, rendezvous takes place and, subsequently, the Topology Manager (TM) creates a forwarding identifier that is published to the publisher (the video store). The publisher then publishes the catalogue to the subscriber, which can then browse all published videos and subscribe to any one of them. Subscribers can calculate the identifiers of each video by hashing its name in the received catalogue. Therefore, an information identifier in this demo represents the channel used to publish the video with video fragments being published using the same identifier. The media server is a VLC server that streams the selected video via a local UDP socket. The publisher on same physical host as the video server receives the video through a UDP client socket. When subscribers for that specific information ID join the system, the publisher starts publishing the video. If no subscribers exist for the advertised information item, then the publisher remains idle. If all previously joined subscribers unsubscribe from the channel, the rendezvous system notifies the publisher to stop publishing the video. During the video transmission, subscribers may join or leave. Subscribers forward all received video fragments to a VLC client, via a loopback UDP socket, which reproduces the transmitted video. The demonstrated application is written in Java and C++.

**Voice over Blackadder[7]**: A voice connection in our demo is established similar to today’s Voice over IP, with the callee being the subscriber and the caller being the publisher. The information identifiers of the caller and callee are calculated by applying a hash function on each name. Firstly, the caller publishes to the callee’s identifier and includes in that message its own identifier, in order for the callee to be capable to send messages back to the caller. The callee publishes to the received caller identifier as an acknowledgement. With this, the participants are able to commence a two-way voice data message exchange. In order to identify successive voice messages exchanged between the two parties, we rely on information exchanged during the establishment of the connection as well as on sequence numbers. This provides some degree of flow control in that if a packet arrives with a sequence number less or equal to the previous one, we can drop it rather than push it to the audio component of the application. The demonstrated application is written in Java.

**HTTP over Blackadder**: We have implemented HTTP subscribe-GET and subscribe-POST operations for Blackadder. Each web content server, subscribes to its domain name where content browsers may publish subscribe-GET requests for a specific domain content. After publishing a request, the browser subscribes to an algorithmic identifier for that request and the web server publishes the requested content under the same request identifier. A similar transaction takes place for subscribe-POST requests. The s-GET and s-POST operations can be public or private. This is enabled by the metadata session identifier that standard HTTP requests carry. If a response data contains a session identifier, then the algorithmic content identifier for the s-GET and s-POST requests is uniquely formed to implement sessions. We have developed a python content proxy for IP browsers and a python-based Internet proxy server that fetches and publishes content directly from the Internet.
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